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Abstract. Modern business models and processes usually demand an integrated 
utilisation of business frameworks and methodologies, such as PRINCE2® and 
PMBOK®, to produce meaningful business documentation and solutions. Often, 
the use of such frameworks is a prerequisite to engage with public or private 
sector large-scale projects. However, models contained in such frameworks 
usually lack formal semantics which may lead to inconsistencies between  
modeling solutions. The maintainability and reusability of such models tends to 
require manual intervention which is susceptible to human error. Software  
engineers used to experience similar issues and partially solved these by intro-
ducing a model-driven approach called Model Driven Architecture. In an at-
tempt to adapt to industry needs, over the past five years Domain Specific 
Modeling has experienced increased popularity. The authors propose a transfer 
of concepts and logic from MDA and DSM to a project-based model-driven ap-
proach; facilitating the automated production of supportive documents for busi-
ness decision making. 

1 Introduction 

Rapidly changing business environments require frequent re-calculation of business 
strategies. Such changes are frequent and unpredictable. Human responses to these 
changes can be prone to human error and not within the required timeframe. The 
current industrial landscape predisposes business solutions (business decisions and 
supporting documentation) with a number of defects in terms of lack of understanding 
and implementation of frameworks, methodologies and best practices. As a 
consequence, informal models or even non-modelled business solutions offer limited 
value to the business. 

Such informalities, may lead to a number of limitations such as: the requirement 
for model specific training, difficulty in capturing changing business requirements 
and the use of inconsistent models which are often out dated. Effectively, changes that 
will not be included in all corresponding models will create inconsistencies since the 
models will no more reflect the actual business requirements. Subsequently, models 
will be discarded. “Often, the modellers themselves have disappeared, and any 
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knowledge that wasn’t captured in the specialised models is inaccessible, forgotten, or 
written off” [1]. In addition, informal models are limited to use by individuals, small 
teams or within single organisations due to the lack of information clarity and 
understanding of non-standard models among different teams or members. This leads 
to the inability to address key business environment factors. 

In the last decade, software engineering solved most of the system modelling 
problems with the introduction of the Model Driven Architecture framework (MDA). 
MDA divides models into four abstraction layers; Computational Independent Model 
(CIM), Platform Independent Model (PIM), Platform Specific Model (PSM) and 
generated code. The key idea behind MDA is the production of formal models 
through consistent model transformation. Models of the PIM layer are transformed to 
models of the PSM layer and then to code. At each layer, the user can add details or 
tune the models as needed. Any model can participate in an MDA transformation as 
long as it has a corresponding meta-model. A meta-model is a model that explains the 
semantics of its corresponding model. In other words, a meta-model is data about 
data. 

Our research extends the applicability of MDA and uses it to solve business 
modelling problems in the project management domain. In effect, a domain can be 
characterised as a business discipline, customer, company, contact, location. Domain 
Engineering such as Product Line Engineering, is the entire process of reusing domain 
knowledge in the production of new software systems. An essential idea in systematic 
software reuse is the application domain, a software area that contains systems 
sharing commonalities [18]. 

The reason the author’s attempt to shed light on project-based modeling and 
automation regards noteworthy references from the MDA community on benefits 
realised in software development project management. As a result, this paper 
proposes a project-based approach to inherit the MDA concepts of Modelling and 
Meta-modelling, separate modelling layers and model transformations. This could 
potentially inherit a number of MDA established benefits realised over the past 
decade as follows ([2],[3],[4], [5], [6], [7], [8], [9]): 

• Increase productivity and reliability through automated generation of 
business related documentation; 

• Reduce time-to-market solution; 
• Richer model semantics; 
• Models with higher formality. 

The proposed framework will be capable of supporting corporate decision making 
through business solutions provided that their corresponding meta-models are present. 
This project-based approach can be utilised as a solution generation tool to offer 
artefacts given the appropriate meta-model or pool of metamodels, model 
transformations and/or reusable project-based artefacts (meta-model or 
transformation). 

Further to the introduction, this paper is organised as follows; in section (2) the 
definition of a model is illustrated and current modelling issues in software development 
are presented. Section (3) discusses in brief the various aspects of Model Driven 
Architecture. Section (4) presents a thorough account of the proposed project-based 
approach. Research conclusions and future work are discussed in section (5). 
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2 Project-Based Modelling Issues in Software Development 

A model is a representation of a concept from the real world. An interpretation of a 
model gives a model meaning [10]. Models are widely used and are essential in other 
disciplines. For instance, prior to the construction of a bridge civil engineers produce 
a design that will be utilised as a blueprint for the construction of the bridge. It is not 
possible to start the construction of a bridge without any designs. However, it is not 
uncommon to start a business project without any planning and sometimes without 
concise and well-defined requirements or specifications or even clear business goals 
and objectives.  

The paradox is that, software engineering can benefit more from models than other 
disciplines [11]. The current problem with models [12] is that most of the models are 
described in an abstract layer which is not very useful, indicating, what needs to be 
done at a given moment in time.  

Nevertheless, business requirements change so rapidly that it is possible that the 
requirements might change while the project is still under development. Most of the 
cases the business solution will not reflect the design due to the high abstraction level 
of the design, time and/or cost constraints as well as incorrect or incomplete design. 
Provided there is a change request it is very likely that it will only change in the busi-
ness solution and there is a possibility that nobody will update the design. These rea-
sons will create an inconsistency between solution and design that will lead to the 
infrequent use or ultimately the disposal of the design. 

Therefore, there is an explicit industry need to address platform complexity and the 
inability of third generation languages to alleviate this complexity and express domain 
concepts effectively. There exist MDA tools which can be employed to address these 
issues such as Eclipse Modeling Framework (EMF), Graphical Editing Framework 
(GEF), Graphical Modeling Framework (GMF) to which IBM contributes, Microsoft 
MS/DSL Tools, and Model Integrated Computing (MIC) utilised by Generic Model-
ing Environment (GME) developed by Vanderbilt University.  

3 Model Driven Architecture 

Prior to proposing a solution it is worth investigating how software engineering 
solved modelling issues presented in section (2). Model Driven Architecture (MDA) 
is a software development approach launched by OMG, [13]. The key idea behind the 
MDA framework is the separation of the development into three layers and the 
automatic transformation of models between the four layers by software tools. The 
business processes and requirements of the CIM layer are mapped to PIMs. These are 
then transformed to PSMs which are then transformed to code.  

Human experts can execute manual tuning to each model and these changes will be 
carried over to the next model. MDA software tools allow changes made at a higher 
layer of the MDA to be reflected at the lower layers of the framework.“MDA is 
potentially advantageous because it shifts complexity away from developers and into 
the tool chain and, hence, the PIM-to-PSM transformation” [14]. MDA uses the 
Unified Modelling Language (UML), OMG’s main modelling standards which are 
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ISO standards and ITU-T recommendations. There are several model transformation 
languages; UML-RSDS [20], Epsilon [21], QVT-R, ATL, Kermeta, GrGen.NET. A 
comparison on the characteristics of some of these languages can be found in [22]. 

4 A Project-Based Approach 

A project management oriented approach attempts to address Model Business 
Engineering (MBE) issues with an aim to assist project managers and other project 
stakeholders generate day-to-day business documents and/or perform decision making 
activities in an increasignly automated manner. 

Research in the area of transformations of UML Activity Diagrams to BPMN 2.0 
has indeed been stated in e-Government systems [15], [16]. There is also evidence for 
the BPMN 2.0 to UML Activity Diagram transformation [17]. However, such 
empirical research has not been considered in the industrial domains of project 
management for frameworks such as PRINCE2® and PMBOK® as well as service 
management such as ITIL®. 

The project-based approach can be characterised as ‘a structured approach to 
automated generation of modelled artefacts in the context of business disciplines, that 
can form the basis of decisions, business documents and/or business activities.’ 

This approach can reach its end result i.e. business solution generation, through 
two abstraction layers; Project Specific Layer (PSL) and Business Solution Layer 
(BSL). The end result e.g. documentation, can lead to management decisions and/or a 
set of actions. A mechanism to support reuse of best practices when creating families 
of business solutions would be appropriate to consider at this stage. 

To visualize a software  model transformation consider Java or C++ code as the 
implementation solution i.e. PSM, see section 3. The model describing the code 
functions and variables is one abstraction layer higher than the implementation layer 
i.e. PIM, see section 3. In a similar way, project management documents or decision 
making artifacts can be characterised as part of the implementation layer or BSL. The 
model describing the BSL is the PSL. 

The project-specific layer ensures a modelled business and leads to business 
solution. The business solution layer would effectively depict the real data relating to 
information fed in the previous layer. 

In certain instances, capturing project stakeholder related information can be of 
substantial value in formulating an accurate business solution such as business 
policies that do not allow employees to work beyond the eight-hour shift since these 
set their rules in the environment in which the project is executed. Hence, capturing 
environment information can be vital for the success of projects.  

Information pertinent to a specific project framework should be utilised in the 
project specific layer. Any pertinent information to e.g. PRINCE2® or PMBOK® 
should be utilised. Finally, PRINCE2® or PMBOK® produced documentation, roles, 
processes and functions signify a modelled business solution. 

The project-based approach can help architects commit changes at the project-
specifc layer which can then propagate to the business solution layer instead of having 
a monolithic transformation. The next sections describe thoroughly the project-
specific layer. 
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4.1 Project Specific Layer 

The project-specific layer can be defined as ‘the depiction of project-based elements 
e.g. tasks, activities, resources, that can facilitate real world business solutions.’ 

In this layer, it is recommended to select models from well established 
frameworks or industry standards with worldwide recognition. The accuracy of the 
result will heavily depend on the selected framework. 

Taking into consideration the information available such as a meta-model that 
clearly states that the more certified PMs in structured PM frameworks the more 
successful that PM framework could prove to be in an organisation, it is clear that a 
structured PM framework would be selected for use within the enterprise. The 
business solution would relate to real data such as strategic corporate decision of 
whether to use a structured or agile PM framework. The business solution can be 
anything from a simple decision to complex models supported by vast documentation. 
In the scenario considered the business solution can either be a ‘Yes’ or a ‘No’. In 
order to reach this stage, the data from PSM has to be extracted. 

4.2 Business Solution 

The business solution layer can be defined as ‘the resulting business document(s), 
charts and descriptive information for a specfic project.’ 

The business solution layer, contains the produced business documents such as 
business plans, progress reports, status reports, risk analysis documents, time tables, 
schedules and more artifacts that can be used for both day to day operation or 
strategic level information. Before this static documents are generated their 
corresponding meta-models are required. 

There can be actions defined as activities to be performed by a human or software 
agent. Such actions can include, sending emails, perform transactions, make payments 
and more. To support the generation of such dynamic artifacts their corresponding 
meta-models should also include triggers with pre and post conditions. These can be 
defined in OCL or any other constraint language and must also be supported by the 
software tool producing the project-based model. 

The project-based layers have been presented and thoroughly discussed. However, 
a closer examination of the approach with an example can form a concrete definition. 

5 BPMN to UML-RSDS Transformation 

Project change is inevitable whether it comes from within the project or from external 
factors influencing project scope. For these reasons, whenever change occurs, an 
agreed logical change management process has to be initiated that allows the project 
to identify, assess and control any potential and approved changes to the original 
baselines that where originally agreed for the project. 

In addition, the use of a standardised change management approach can serve as a 
control agent to any Request-for-Change (RfC).  Once the project scope and other key 
key associated documents have been approved, these become the project “baselines” 
and can only be changed after approval by the appropriate authority; normally the 
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Change Advisory Board.  Change control and hence change management is not there 
to prevent changes, but to ensure that every change is agreed by the relevant authority 
before implementation. This section presents the transformation of a BPMN project-
specific model from PRINCE2®, see Fig 1, to its UML-RSDS derivative model.  

 

 

Fig. 1. Change Management Procedure of a Project 

The next step is to produce the corresponding model using the UML-RSDS 
transformation engine based on a set of rules that apply for BPMN models. The 
transformations supported by UML-RSDS regard BPMN 2.0 elements set i.e. flow 
objects, connecting objects, artifacts. Swim lanes are not included in the below exam-
ple nor can they be currently supported. 

5.1 Rules 

The mapping is described by one rule, and the execution semantics by several update-
in-place rules defining how a process instance may evolve, and how its tokens may 
move around the process. The rules are described in textual representations derived 
from UML-RSDS models. 

Process Instantiation. This is formalised by the following use case initialise post-
condition on Process: 
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sn : flowElements & sn : StartEvent & 
sn.eventDefinitions->forAll( ed I ed : TimerEventDefinition ) => 
ProcessInstance->exists( pi I pi.state = RUNNING & self : 
pi.process & 
Token->exists( t I t : pi.tokens & sn : t.element ) ) 
 
"If the process has a StartEvent sn which has only TimerEventDefinition, create a 

process instance pi for the process, with one token at sn". 
 
Normal termination. These are postcondition use cases of Process Instantiation: 
 
state@pre = RUNNING & 
process.flowElements->exists( e I e : EndEvent ) & tokens@pre->forAll( 
t I t.element <: EndEvent ) => state = FINISHED & 
tokens@pre->isDeleted() 

 
state@pre = RUNNING & 
process.flowElements->forAll( e I e /: EndEvent ) & 
tokens@pre.element->forAll( n I n : FlowNode & n.outgoing->size() = 
0 ) => 
state = FINISHED & 
tokens@pre->isDeleted() 

Either (i) the process has an EndEvent, and all its tokens occupy EndEvent nodes, or 
(ii) the process has no EndEvent, and all its tokens occupy nodes with no outgoing 
flow. In either case the process is set to FINISHED and all its tokens deleted. 

 

Starting a process instance. A process instance can start if it has a token t on a start 
event with at least one outgoing flow: 

state = RUNNING & t : tokens & 
fe : t.element@pre & fe : StartEvent & 
fe.outgoing->size() > 0 => 
fe.outgoing->exists( sf I t.element = Set{ sf } ) 

The token on the start event is then moved to one of the outgoing flows of the start 
event. 
 

Ending a process. If a process instance has a token on a SequenceFlow with target 
node an EndEvent, then the token can be moved to the EndEvent: 

 
state = RUNNING & t : tokens & 
fe : t.element@pre & 
fe : SequenceFlow & 
fe.targetRef : EndEvent => 
t.element = Set{ fe.targetRef } 
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Entering a task 

The same step applies if the target is a Task: 

state = RUNNING & t : tokens & 
fe : t.element@pre & 
fe : SequenceFlow & 
fe.targetRef : Task => 

t.element = Set{ fe.targetRef } 
 

Leaving Tasks 

A process instance which has a token t on a Task fe can leave fe if fe has at least one 
outgoing flow: 

state = RUNNING & t : tokens@pre & 
fe : t.element@pre & 
fe : Task & fe.outgoing->size() > 0 => 

t->isDeleted() & 
fe.outgoing->forAll( sf I 

Token->exists( t1 I sf : t1.element & t1 : tokens ) ) 
t is deleted, and new tokens are created for the process instance on each outgoing 
flow. 
 

Entering parallel gateway 

Here we assume that there is at most one token for a given process instance on each 
flow element. 

The process instance can enter parallel gateway pg if it has a token on every in-
coming flow of pg, and there is at least one such flow: 
state = RUNNING & 
pg : Para11e1Gateway & 
ν = tokens->select( t I pg.incoming->exists( sf I sf : t.element ) 

) & 
v.size > 0 & 
v.size = pg.incoming->size() => 

Token->exists( t1 I pg : t1.element & t1 : tokens ) & 
v->isDeleted() 

A single token ti for the process instance on pg is then created, and the set v of the 
instance tokens on the incoming flows of pg is deleted. 
 

In this case the constraint requires fixed-point iteration, as it writes the same 
data (Token: :element) that it reads. The let variable v is used to store the pre-
value of the expression it is assigned. 
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Leaving parallel gateway 
This is formalised by the following postcondition use case on Process Instantiation: 
state = RUNNING & t : tokens@pre & 
fe : t.element@pre & 
fe : Para11e1Gateway & 
fe.outgoing->size() > 0 => 

t->isDeleted() & 
fe.outgoing->forAll( sf I 

Token->exists( t1 I sf : t1.element & t1 : tokens ) ) 

"If the process instance is running, and has a token t in a parallel gateway fe, with 
an outgoing flow, then delete t, and create a token for the process instance in each 
outgoing flow of fe." 

5.2 Modeled Solution 

The corresponding modelled solution of Fig. 1 is described with seven (7) tasks, two 
parallel gateways and a start and end node as follows below. 

 

p1 : Process  
p1.name = "BPMN2UMLRSDS" 
pg1 : Para11e1Gateway 
pg1.name = "pg1" 
pg1 : pl.flowElements 
pg2 : Para11e1Gateway 
pg2.name = "pg2" 
pg2 : p2.flowElements 
se : StartEvent 
se.name = "start event" 
se : pl.flowElements 
ee : EndEvent 
ee.name = "end event" 
ee : pl.flowElements 
tl : Task 
t1.name = "Create the RFC" 
tl : pl.flowElements 
t2 : Task 
t2.name = "Review, Assess 

and Evaluate" 
t2 : pl.flowElements 
t3 : Task 
t3.name = "Change 

Advisory Board 
Authorization" 
t3 : pl.flowElements 
t4 : Task 

t4.name = "Emergency Change 
Advisory Board 
Authorization" 
t4 : pl.flowElements 
t5 : Task 
t5.name = "Receive and Plan 

Change" 
t5 : pl.flowElements  
t6 : Task 
t6.name = "Coordinate and 

Implement" 
t6 : pl.flowElements  
t7 : Task 
t7.name = "Publish 

Implementation Results" 
t7 : pl.flowElements  
sf1 : SequenceFlow  
sf1.name = "startTotask1"  
sf1 : pl.flowElements  
sfl.sourceRef = se 
sfl.targetRef = t1 
sf2 : SequenceFlow 
sf2.name = "task1Totask2" 
sf2 : pl.flowElements 
sf2.sourceRef = t1 
sf2.targetRef = t2 
sf3 : SequenceFlow 
sf3.name = "task2Topg1" 
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The following shows a trace of the execution of the transformation on this model: 

 

sf3 : pl.flowElements 
sf3.sourceRef = t2  
sf3.targetRef = pg1 
sf4 : SequenceFlow 
sf4.name = "pg1Totask3"  
sf4 : pl.flowElements  
sf4.sourceRef = pg1 
sf4.targetRef = t3 
sf5 : SequenceFlow 
sf5.name = "pg1Totask4"  
sf5 : pl.flowElements  
sf5.sourceRef = pg1 
sf5.targetRef = t4 
sf6 : SequenceFlow 
sf6 .name = "task3Topg2" 
sf6 : pl.flowElements  
sf6.sourceRef = t3 
sf6.targetRef = pg2 
sf7 : SequenceFlow 
sf7 .name = "task4Topg2" 
sf7 : pl.flowElements 
sf7.sourceRef = t4  

sf7.targetRef = pg2 
sf8 : SequenceFlow 
sf8 .name = "pg2Totask5" 
sf8 : pl.flowElements  
sf8.sourceRef = pg2  
sf8.targetRef = t5 
sf9 : SequenceFlow 
sf9 .name = "task5Totask6" 
sf9 : pl.flowElements  
sf9.sourceRef = t5  
sf9.targetRef = t6 
sf10 : SequenceFlow 
sf10.name = " task6Totask7" 
sf10 : pl.flowElements  
sf10.sourceRef = t6  
sf10.targetRef = t7 
sf11 : SequenceFlow 
sf11.name = "task7Toend" 
sf11 : pl.flowElements  
sf11.sourceRef = t7 
sf11.targetRef = ee 

Model loaded 
Entering startTotask1 
Left startTotask1 
Entered Create the RFC 
Left task Create the RFC 
Entered flow task1Totask2 
Left task1Totask2 
Entered Review, Assess and 
Evaluate 
Left task Review, Assess and 
Evaluate 
Entered flow task2Topg1 
Entered parallel pg1 
Left pg1 
Entering pg1Totask3 
Left pg1 
Entering pg1Totask4 
Left pg1Totask3 
Entered Change Advisory 
Board Authorization 
Left pg1Totask4 
Entered Emergency Change 
Advisory Board Authorization  
Left task Change Advisory 
Board Authorization 

Entered flow task3Topg2 
Left task Emergency Change 
Advisory Board Authorization 
Entered flow task4Topg2 
Entered parallel pg2 
Left pg2 
Entering pg2Totask5 
Left pg2Totask5 
Entered Receive and Plan 
Change 
Left task Receive and Plan 
Change 
Entering task5Totask6 
Left task5Totask6 
Entered Coordinate and 
Implement 
Left task Coordinate and 
Implement 
Entering task6Totask7 
Left task6Totask7 
Entered Publish 
Implementation Results 
Left task Publish 
Implementation Results 
Entered flow task7Toend 
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The aforementioned textual workflow indicates consistency with explanations pro-
vide in section 5.1 whereby each step is thoroughly described. The benefits such an 
approach can realise in project management regard formalised models which respect 
project management processes modelled in BPMN. The textual representation of 
these models can potentially lead to advantages described in section 1. 

6 Conclusions and Future Work 

This paper attempts to highlight the potential research areas that can extend MDA 
aspects on DSM to business-specific model and more specifically project management. 
There are suggestions [19], that corporate decision analysis and decision making 
leading to changes, can be linked to business needs and improved decision making 
techniques by adopting approaches in model driven environments for software 
development. 

Developing an integrated methodology on the marriage of MDA and business 
models is a multi-faceted issue. The paper proposes the utilisation of a renewed 
project-based approach that will form part of a structured treatment to business 
models and contribute to increased clarity and formality. 

The proposal includes two layers; that can signify business oriented solutions and 
result to modelled decisions and management guidance documentation.  

Extended research in the area of project-based automation could include transfor-
mations that support the full BPMN 2.0 elements set i.e. flow objects, connecting 
objects, swim lanes, artifacts. Future work should also focus on other practices out-
side MDD such as business analysis and service management. The MDA and BPM 
communities have taken steps towards attaining a more business-oriented approach to 
identified parts of projects which can be standardised. However, it is the authors’ 
belief that building on the already available knowledge of both research communities, 
there are valuable lessons to learn and apply to other standardised business frame-
works such as PRINCE2® for  project management, BABOK® for business analysis 
and even ITIL® for service management. 
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